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A multivariate FGD technique
to improve VaR computation in equity markets

Francesco Audrino, Giovanni Barone-Adesi�

University of Lugano, USI, Institute of Finance, Via G. Buffi 13, 6900 Lugano, Switzerland

Abstract. It is difficult to compute Value-at-Risk (VaR) using multivariate models
able to take into account the dependence structure between large numbers of assets
and being still computationally feasible.A possible procedure is based on functional
gradient descent (FGD) estimation for the volatility matrix in connection with asset
historical simulation. Backtest analysis on simulated and real data provides strong
empirical evidence of the better predictive ability of the proposed procedure over
classical filtered historical simulation, with a resulting significant improvement in
the measurement of risk.

1 Introduction

The measurement of market risk (the risk that a financial institution incurs losses
on its trading book due to unexpected changes in prices or rates) has assumed
a primary importance for regulators and for internal risk control, because of the
growth in trading in most financial institutions. One of the most widely used risk
measures is Value-at-Risk, or VaR (see [12], for a review of the early literature
on VaR). A portfolio’s (or an asset’s) VaR is commonly defined as the maximum
loss that will be incurred on the portfolio with a given level of confidence over a
specified holding period, based on the distribution of price changes over a given
observation period. Or, in other words, a VaR calculation amounts to a simple
quantile estimation of the Profit-and-Loss distribution of a given portfolio over a
prescribed holding period.

The main advantage of using VaR as a risk measure is that it is very simple and
can also be used to summarize the risk of individual positions. Because of this, it
has been adopted for regulatory purposes. More specifically, the BIS has stipulated
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that the minimum capital requirement for market risk should be based on a 10-day
VaR at 99% confidence level.

A lot of different ways have been proposed so far to computeVaR with univariate
methods: see, for example, [11] or [20]. In this paper, we study whether the accuracy
of VaR predictions for individual positions estimated with univariate techniques
can be significantly improved using multivariate methods, which can also take into
account the predictive contributions and interactions of other positions belonging
to a common market segment. We present some simulations and results for a real
data example: the U.S. biotechnological equity market segment.

Although VaR is conceptually a simple measure of risk, computing it in practice
using multivariate methods which allow to take into account the possible non-
linear dependence structure across different assets in large equity markets can be
very difficult, due to the well known curse of dimensionality when estimating
high-dimensional conditional covariance matrices. Previous work on multivariate
volatility models has been done in [7, 16, 21, 15, 2] and [14] in the framework of
GARCH-type models, and in [19, 10] and [1] within the stochastic volatility (state
space model) framework. In the GARCH-type framework, only very simple models
(see [7, 14]) are feasible in high dimensions without resorting to variance reduction
techniques, whereas with stochastic volatility models, only in [10] is presented an
example with dimensionality as large as 40 which is still far lower than the number
of assets which often occurs in practice.

We present here a non-parametric technique for constructing accurate daily VaR
estimates for individual positions which is able to take into account all the possible
non-linear dependence structure across different assets and which is still compu-
tationally feasible for multivariate problems in large dimensions. Our strategy is
based on functional gradient descent (FGD) estimation for the multivariate condi-
tional covariance matrix in connection with historical simulation. FGD is a recent
technique from the area of machine learning introduced to solve the classification
problem; cf. [22, 8, 18, 17]. The FGD algorithm that we propose is the same as
in [3], who have studied the statistical performance of FGD in the financial field.
It is very general and can be further adapted to solve other multivariate problems
dealing with high-dimensional (volatility) function estimation, such as asset allo-
cation problems, involving the allocation of assets among several stocks whose
returns are correlated, or risk management for large global trading portfolios with
time-dependent weights.

The main advantage of our technique is its ability to construct reliable and
powerful VaR predictions in a high-dimensional multivariate GARCH-type set-up.
As we have already said above, it is not possible to use standard multivariate
GARCH-type models, such as for example the BEKK models, to estimate the
conditional covariance matrix in large dimensions, because we would have to
face an intractable model-selection problem and most parameters would have to
be set to zero in order to avoid overfitting. Using FGD this problem can be overcome:
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this technique can also be used in situations where we deal with more parameters
than observations. Choosing reasonable starting functions (for example estimated
by a very simple multivariate GARCH-type model), FGD tries to improve, often
successfully, those components where the initial predictions are poorest. Clearly,
as in [3] has been already shown, we can not expect to learn in all d dimensions
when increasing d and keeping a fixed sample size. However, although the gain on
average will generally decrease with the number of fitted assets, FGD still improves
the worst cases.

Once that FGD yields accurate predictions for the conditional covariance ma-
trix, we can use a model-based bootstrap (see [13]) to generate recursively pathways
for future returns. This methodology can also be seen as a multivariate extension
of the method proposed and backtested in [4, 5] and [6] based on filtered historical
simulation. The main difference here is that we use a multivariate GARCH-type
model in connection with FGD for filtering the residuals.

Our strategy contrasts well several critiques made about the use of filtered
historical simulation for estimating VaR (see in particular [25]). First of all, our
FGD technique allows for the use of cross-terms as predictor variables. This is a
reasonable assumption if we consider that assets belonging to a common market
segment show some dependence structure and it is conceivable that one asset can
be influenced and predicted by past values of some other. This possibility has not
been considered in the filtered historical simulation method proposed in [4] and
[5], where the volatility of an asset depends only on its own past lagged values and
volatilities.

A second critique is related to the assumption of independent identically dis-
tributed (i.i.d.) innovations, which implies fixed conditional correlations in a multi-
variate setting. In our procedure, we only assume constant conditional correlations
in a rolling (i.e. not fixed) time-window of about three years of data, using to model
the dynamics of the multivariate return series the constant conditional correlation
(CCC) model firstly proposed in [7]. Our method can be perhaps further improved
by assuming dynamic conditional correlations (see for example [14]), but this is
not in the spirit of this paper and it is left to future research.

Using different statistical and economical backtests, we collect empirical evi-
dence of the better predictive power of our multivariate procedure over other uni-
variate techniques, and in particular over the filtered historical simulation method.
Through a simulation exercise and a 13-dimensional real data example for indi-
vidual assets belonging to a common equity market segment, we found that VaR
estimates from our technique are more accurate, with a resulting improvement in
the measurement of market risk.

The paper is organized as follows. We present and discuss our FGD algorithm
in Sect. 2. Section 3 is concerned with the description of the model-based bootstrap
method used for the construction of daily VaR estimates. In Sect. 4 we propose
two simulation exercises to test the goodness of our multivariate procedure, also in
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comparison to the univariate method proposed in [5]. The results of the real data
backtest analysis are summarized in Sect. 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Volatility estimation with Functional Gradient Descent

2.1 Starting point

The multivariate real data of interest are in our case time series of asset prices
{Pt,i; t = 0, 1, . . . , T , i = 1, . . . , d}. Their (log)-returns (in percentages) are
defined as the change in the logarithms of the individual prices

Xt,i = 100 · (
log(Pt,i) − log(Pt−1,i )

)
, t = 1, . . . , n.

We assume stationarity of the returns (at least within a suitable time-window). In
the empirical investigations of Sect. 5, results are based on a rolling time-window of
about three years, which seems to be consistent with the assumption of stationarity
(see [24]).

As [3] have already shown, the Functional Gradient Descent (FGD) technique
(see [18] or [17]) is a powerful strategy to construct accurate predictions for the
multivariate volatility matrix

Vt = Covd×d(Xt |F t−1), Xt = (Xt,1, . . . , Xt,d)T , (1)

where Ft−1 denotes the information available up to time t − 1, i.e. the σ -algebra
generated by {Xs; s ≤ t − 1}. As already mentioned in Sect. 1, the importance of
FGD is revealed particularly in large dimensions (for example d in the dozens or
hundreds) where predicting the multivariate volatility matrix raises huge challenges
because of the well-known curse of dimensionality. In such a case FGD is one of
the few feasible non-parametric techniques (if not the only one so far).

Our working model is a generalization of the classical constant conditional
correlation (CCC) GARCH model firstly introduced in [7],

Xt = µt + �tZt , (2)

where we assume the following:

(A1) (innovations) {Zt }t∈Z is a sequence of i.i.d. multivariate innovations with spher-
ical distribution (e.g. multivariate normal) having mean zero and covariance ma-
trix Cov(Zt ) = Id . Moreover, Zt is independent from Ft−1 = {Xs; s ≤ t − 1}.

(A2) (CCC construction) The conditional covariance matrix Vt = �t�
T
t is al-

most surely positive definite for all t . The typical element of Vt is vt,ij =
ρij (vt,iivt,jj )

1/2. The parameter ρij = Corr(Xt,i , Xt,j |Ft−1) equals the con-
stant conditional correlation and hence −1 ≤ ρij ≤ 1, ρii = 1.
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(A3) (functional form) The conditional variances are functions of the form

vt,ii = σ 2
t,i = Var(Xt,i |Ft−1) = Fi({Xt−j,k; j = 1, 2, . . . , k = 1, . . . , d})

where Fi takes values in R
+.

(A4) (conditional mean) The conditional mean µt is of the form

µt = (µt,1, . . . , µt,d)T = AXt−1

with A a diagonal d × d matrix (parametric vector AR(1) in mean).

Note that (A2) can be represented in matrix form as

Vt = �t�
T
t = DtRDt ,

Dt = diag(σt,1, . . . , σt,d ), R = [ρij ]di,j=1.

The functional form (A3) allows clearly for cross-terms, since the conditional vari-
ances of one series depends on past multivariate observations. This is one of the
nice features of such a multivariate GARCH-type model and is motivated from the
fact that in reality some instruments can be influenced and better predicted using
past information from other risk factors.

2.2 Volatility estimation

FGD estimates the (squared) individual volatility functions Fi(·) in (A3), where
Fi(·) : R

pd → R
+ is restricted to be a function of the last p lagged multivariate

observations, with p finite. The main idea of FGD is to find the estimates for the
functions Fi(·) which minimize a suitable loss function λ, under the constraint that
the solutions F̂i(·) are additive expansions of “simple estimates”. These “simple
estimates” are given from a statistical procedure S, called the base learner, which
is often constructed from a (constrained or penalized) least squares fitting; com-
mon examples of base learners are regression or decision trees, projection pursuit
regressors, neural nets and splines. For more details, we remand to [18, 17] and,
for a first application in the financial field, [3].

To proceed with the FGD technique, we have therefore to specify a suitable loss
function which has to be minimized during the estimation. Assuming multivariate
normality of the innovation variables Zt in (2), the (multivariate) negative log-
likelihood (conditional on the first p observations) is given by

−
n∑

t=p+1

log
(
(2π)−d/2 | Vt |−1/2 exp(−ξT

t V −1
t ξt /2)

)

=
n∑

t=p+1

(
log | Dt | +1

2
(D−1

t ξt )
T R−1(D−1

t ξt ) + d log(2π)/2 + log | R | /2

)
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where ξt = Xt − µt , Dt is diagonal with elements
√

Fi(X
t−1
t−p). For this reason a

natural loss function is

λR(Y, f) = log(det(D(f)) + 1

2
(D(f)−1Y)T R−1(D(f)−1Y)

D(f) = diag(f1, . . . , fd), (3)

since the terms d log(2π)/2 and log(det(R))/2 are constants and may be dropped.
As pointed out with the subscript, the loss function λR depends on the unknown
correlation matrix R. The FGD algorithm will be constructed iteratively by esti-
mating R and using the loss function with the estimated R to get an estimate for
all Fi’s.

Estimation of the correlation matrix R can be easily done via empirical moments
of residuals. Having (previous) estimates F̂ = (F̂1, . . . , F̂d), we build the residuals

ε̂t,i = (Xt,i − µ̂t,i )/F̂i(Xt−1, . . .)
1/2, t = p + 1, . . . , n

and define

R̂ = (n − p)−1
n∑

t=p+1

ε̂t ε̂
T
t , ε̂t = (ε̂t,1, . . . , ε̂t,d )T . (4)

As the name “functional gradient descent” suggests, we need to calculate the
partial derivatives of the loss function λR . They are given (in the case of normality
of the innovations Zt ) by

∂λR(Y, f)
∂fi

= (
1

fi

−
d∑

j=1

γij yiyj

f
3/2
i f

1/2
j

)/2, i = 1, . . . , d, (5)

where [γij ]di,j=1 = R−1. This will be used when computing negative gradients (see
Step 2 in the following FGD algorithm) for every component i = 1, . . . , d.

If the assumption of normality of the innovations Zt in (2) is violated, the
estimates may be consistent but inefficient and this can result in poor performance.
As it is shown in the empirical investigations of Sect. 5, an alternative can be to
assume a fat-tailed distribution for the innovations (such as for example a scaled tν
distribution with a fixed number of degrees of freedom ν), that is consistent with
the belief that financial (log-) returns are leptokurtic. Another possibility could be
to assume a normal inverse gaussian distribution, which seems to work quite well
(see [26]).

In analogy to [3], the FGD algorithm for multivariate volatility looks as follows.
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FGD algorithm

Step 1 (initialization). Choose the starting function F̂i,0(·) and denote by

F̂i,0(t) = F̂i,0(Xt−1, Xt−2, . . .), i = 1, . . . , d.

Construct estimates µ̂t for the conditional mean from a starting model and compute
R̂0 as in (4) using F̂0. Set m = 1.

For every component i = 1, . . . , d, do the following.

Step 2i (projection of component gradients to base learner). Compute the negative
gradient

Ut,i = −
∂λ

R̂m−1
(Xt − µ̂t , F)

∂Fi

|F=F̂m−1(t)
, t = p + 1, . . . , n.

This is explicitly given in (5). Then, fit the negative gradient vector Ui =
(Up+1,i , . . . , Un,i)

T with a base learner, using always the first p time-lagged pre-
dictor variables (i.e. Xt−1

t−p is the predictor for Ut,i)

f̂m,i(·) = SX(Ui)(·),
where SX(Ui)(x) denotes the predicted value at x from the base learner S using
the response vector Ui and predictor variables X.

Step 3i (line search). Perform a one-dimensional optimization for the step-length,

ŵm,i = argmin
n∑

t=p+1

λ
R̂m−1

(Xt − µ̂t , F̂m−1(t) + wf̂m,i(X
t−1
t−p)).

(F̂m−1(t) + wf̂m,i(·) is defined as the function which is constructed by adding in
the ith component only). This can be expressed more explicitly by using (3).
(Note that the line search guarantees that the negative log-likelihood is monotonely
decreasing with every iteration.)

Step 4 (up-date). Select the “best component” as

i∗m = argmini

n∑
t=p+1

λ
R̂m−1

(Xt − µ̂t , F̂m−1(t) + ŵm,i f̂m,i(X
t−1
t−p)).

Up-date

F̂m(·) = F̂m−1(·) + ŵm,i∗mf̂m,i∗m(·).

Then, compute the new estimate R̂m according to (4) using F̂m.
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Step 5 (iteration). Increase m by one and iterate Steps 2–4 until stopping with
m = M . This produces the FGD estimate

F̂M(·) = F̂0(·) +
M∑

m=1

ŵm,i∗mf̂m,i∗m(·).

The stopping value M is chosen by the following scheme: split the (in-sample)
estimation period into two sets, the first of size 0.7 · n used as training set and
the second of size 0.3 · n used as test set (this can also be used when the data are
dependent). The optimal value of M is then chosen to optimize the cross-validated
log-likelihood.

Remark 1. Initialization in Step 1 is very important here to achieve good estimates.
As a starting function, we propose to use the fit from a AR(1)-CCC-GARCH(1,1)
model, which is of the form (2) with (A3) specified to

Fi(Xt−1, Xt−2, . . .) = σ 2
t,i = α0,i + α1,iξ

2
t−1,i + β0,iσ

2
t−1,i , i = 1, . . . , d. (6)

We construct the estimates by maximum likelihood from the d individual series,
ignoring the more general correlation structure in R. This causes some statistical
decrease in efficiency, but it gains the advantage that the estimates remain quickly
computable in high dimensions d .
Note that the starting estimates µ̂t for the conditional mean are kept fixed during
the FGD estimation of the volatility functions.

Remark 2. The base learner in Step 2 obviously determines the FGD estimate
F̂M(·). This should be “weak” (not involving too many parameters to be estimated)
enough not to immediately produce an overfitted estimate at the first iteration.
The complexity of the FGD estimate F̂M(·) is increased by adding further terms
with every iteration (see [9]). We choose regression trees as base learners, since
particularly in high dimensions, they have the ability to select variables by choosing
few of the explanatory variables for prediction. This choice should not be regarded
as exclusive: other base learners could be tried out and compared using some form
of cross-validation.
As stated above, it is often desirable to make a base learner sufficiently “weak”. A
simple but effective way to reduce the complexity of the base learner is via shrinkage
towards zero. The up-date in Step 4 of the FGD algorithm is then replaced by

F̂m(·) = F̂m−1(·) + ν · ŵm,i∗mf̂m,i∗m(·), 0 < ν ≤ 1. (7)

Obviously, this reduces the variance of the base learner by the factor ν2.

Remark 3. Stopping in Step 4 is important. It can be viewed as a regularization
device which is very effective in complex model fitting. We find empirically that
estimating M by the simple 70%-30% cross-validation scheme works well.
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Summarizing the above three remarks, the functional form that the individual
(squared) volatility functions in (A3) can take in our simulations and real data
examples is

F(t) = F0(Xt−1, Xt−2, . . .) + ν
∑M

m=1
∑L

k=1 γ
(m)
i∗m,k I[Xt−1

t−p∈R(m)

i∗m,k
], (8)

where the starting functions F0(·) are given by (6) and the cells R(m)
i∗m,k are constructed

when fitting by least squares a regression tree to the negative gradient vector U (see
step 2 of the above FGD Algorithm). This produces partitions {R(m)

i,1 , . . . ,R(m)
i,L } of

the predictor space R
pd

∪L
k=1R(m)

i,k = R
pd, R(m)

i,k ∩ R(m)
i,h = ∅ (k �= h), i = 1, . . . , d.

Standard optimal volatility parameters in (8) chosen by the FGD Algorithm are
L ∈ {2, 3, 5} (number of end nodes), ν ∈ [0.1, 0.5] (shrinkage factor) and p ∈
{1, 2} (number of past lags used as predictors). In general, the estimated optimal
location parameters γ

(m)
i∗m,k are very small (i.e. | γ

(m)
i∗m,k |≤ 0.2), not to have overfitting.

Moreover, elements of the constant conditional correlation matrix assumed in (2)
are in the most cases higher (in absolute terms) than the ones from a classical filtered
historical simulation approach.

Past multivariate returns are used to estimate the optimal partition cells in (8)
for the chosen asset i∗m. We have observed in the real data example of Sect. 5 that
most of the predictors chosen by the Algorithm to estimate the optimal partition
and therefore the individual (squared) volatility functions are not past returns from
the same series. For example, we find that in the estimation of our AMEX data
more than 85% of the optimal predictors are other firms’ past lagged returns. This
result supports our assumption that there is information included in past lagged
observation of other firms that can be used for a better estimation and forecast of
risk.

A good feature of such a FGD procedure, particularly in connection with tree-
structured base learners (see Remark 2), is that it is a computationally feasible,
simple method aiming to improve the initial estimates. FGD traces out a one-
dimensional sequence of estimated predictions, which is feasible to optimize via
choosing a stopping value M . One can alternatively try to estimate predictions for
the volatility matrix Vt in (1) with more complex multivariate GARCH models, but
this becomes quickly an intractable model-selection problem in large dimensions
d. For example, if we wish to fit a multivariate BEKK model (see [15]) with d = 10
individual series, many of the hundreds of parameters would have to be set equal to
zero in order to avoid overfitting and more than 1073 models would have to be fitted
and checked when using a classical strategy for selecting the best subset of non-
zero parameters with a model-fitting criterion, such as the Akaike’s information
criterion (AIC).

A feasible extension, left to future research, of our FGD algorithm could be the
use, instead of our working model (2), of a generalization of the dynamic conditional
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correlation (DCC) model, recently proposed in [14], using FGD for estimating the
individual conditional variances. Note that in our model (2) we assume constant
conditional correlations only in a rolling (i.e. not fixed) time-window consisting of
the last 800 observations (i.e. at time t , the time-window contains the multivariate
observations Xt−1

t−800, about three years of data), and not in the full period.

3 VaR estimation

OurVaR estimation is based on a multivariate generalization of the filtered historical
simulation procedure proposed in [4] and [5]. Our simulation is based on the com-
bination of multivariate GARCH modelling, using the FGD technique introduced
in Sect. 2, and historical asset returns. As we have already explained in Sect. 1, the
use of a multivariate GARCH model (2) in connection with FGD as a filter for the
estimation of the standardized residuals is needed to remedy the main criticisms
made about the use of standard filtered historical simulation for estimating VaR
(see [25]). For example, the working model (2) allows clearly for cross-terms and
consequently the (squared) volatility function Fi(·) of an asset i can be influenced
and predicted by all the p-past lagged multivariate observations. This is a realistic
assumption if we consider (log-) returns of different assets belonging to a common
market segment (in our empirical cases the chemical or the biotechnological one).

The complete methodology stands as follows. In a first step, we filter the mul-
tivariate standardized innovations Zt using our model (2)

Zt = (�t )
−1(Xt − µt),

Vt = �t�
T
t = DtRDt , t = 1, . . . , n,

where the individual (squared) volatility functions σ 2
t,i = Fi(·), i = 1, . . . , d are

estimated using the FGD technique presented in the algorithm of Sect. 2. Under
the assumption (A1), the standardized innovations are i.i.d. and independent from
the past.

Now, the historical standardized residuals can be drawn randomly (with replace-
ment) and may be used to generate pathways for future returns. In other words, we
use a model-based bootstrap (see [13]): from an i.i.d. resampling of the standard-
ized residuals we recursively generate a time series using the structure and the fitted
parameters of the estimated optimal model (2). Thus, we choose randomly dates
with corresponding standardized innovations

Z∗
1, Z∗

2, . . . , Z∗
x, (9)

where x is the time horizon at which we want to estimate the VaR (in general from 1
up to 10 days), and we construct for each asset i pathways for (squared) volatilities
and returns from t + 1 up to t + x using (2):

v̂∗
t+b,ii = (̂σ ∗

t+b,i)
2 = F̂i({X∗

t+b−s,k; s = 1, 2, . . . , p, k = 1, . . . , d})
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v̂∗
t+b,ij = ρ̂ij

√
v̂∗
t+b,ii v̂

∗
t+b,jj

X∗
t+b,i = µ∗

t+b,i + (�̂∗
t+bẐ

∗
b)i , b = 1, . . . , x, i, j = 1, . . . , d. (10)

Note that all quantities denoted by “̂ ” use the fitted structure and parameters from
the FGD algorithm of Sect. 2.

The “empirical” distribution of simulated, model-based returns at the chosen
time horizon x for each asset i, i = 1, . . . , d, is obtained replicating the above
procedure a large number of times, e.g. 2000.An estimate of theVaR at time horizon
x and at level q (q in general ∈ {0.05, 0.01, 0.005}) is given by the corresponding
q-quantile of the “empirical” returns distribution.

An alternative way to calculate VaR could be the use of extreme value theory
(EVT) in connection with the popular peaks over the threshold (POT) method. Such
a strategy is well illustrated in [23]. If the assumption made in the FGD estimation
of Sect. 2 (i.e. normal or scaled tν distributed innovations) is violated, EVT can
sometimes yield better VaR predictions than the simpler empirical quantiles.

4 Simulation results

In this section, we present a simulation exercise to study the accuracy of daily VaR
predictions estimated with our FGD procedure. We compare our predictions with
the ones from the classical filtered historical simulation method in [5] (from now
we will denote BAGV) for a normal data generating process. We focus our analysis
on the case of 1-day and 10-day VaR estimates for 99% confidence level. This is of
particular interest since the BIS capital requirements for market risk are based on
VaR at these time horizons and confidence level.

We simulate series of sample size 1500 for 12 assets from the model (2) with
standard normally distributed innovations and various individual (squared) volatil-
ity functions Fi in (2,A3). One such function is the classical GARCH(1,1) volatility

σ 2
t,i = Fi(Xt−1,i , σ

2
t−1,i ) where

Fi(x, σ 2) = α0 + α1x
2 + βσ 2, where

α0 ∼ Unif([0, 0.2]), α1 ∼ Unif([0.05, 0.15]), β ∼ Unif([0.8, 0.84]) (11)

and α0, α1, β mutually independent. Another function is from a threshold model

σ 2
t,i = Fi(Xt−1,i , σ

2
t−1,i ) where

Fi(x, σ 2) =



α1 + α2x
2, if x ≤ d1 = 0,

0.2 + α3x
2 + α4σ

2, if x > d1 = 0 and σ 2 ≤ d2 = 0.5,

0.8 + α5σ
2, if x > d1 = 0 and σ 2 > d2 = 0.5,

where α1 ∼ Unif([0, 0.3]), α2 ∼ Unif([0.4, 0.6]), α3 ∼ Unif([0.1, 0.3]),
α4 ∼ Unif([0.6, 0.8]), α5 ∼ Unif([0.4, 0.6]) (12)
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(α1, . . . , α5 mutually independent). A third function, in which we also allow for
one cross-term, is

σ 2
t,i = Fi(Xt−1,i , Xt−1,j , σ

2
t−1,i ) where

Fi(x, y, σ 2) = (α1 + 0.2 | y | +α2x
2) · (0.8 exp(α3 | x || σ |))

+ (0.4x2 + α4σ
2)3/4,

α1 ∼ Unif([0.05, 0.15]), α2 ∼ Unif([0.8, 0.95]),
α3 ∼ Unif([−1.6, −1.4]), α4 ∼ Unif([0.4, 0.6]) (13)

(α1, . . . , α4 mutually independent), where the component j ∈ {1, . . . , d} \ i is
chosen randomly. We choose the simple GARCH(1,1) volatility function (11) for 4
assets, the threshold function (12) for 3 assets and the general function (13) allowing
also for cross-terms for the remaining 5 assets. Note that also the coefficients in
these functions are randomly chosen. The constant conditional correlation matrix
R is chosen to mimic the one of real log-returns. This model is “fairly close” to a
CCC-GARCH(1,1) model since more than half of the volatility functions involve
only auto-dependence (no dependence on a cross-series in (11) and (12)), a third
of them actually being linear GARCH-type where the BAGV approach is correctly
specified.

We backtest the accuracy of the VaR predictions on the last 500 observations
using a rolling time-window of size 1000 to estimate the parameters for the simu-
lated 12-dimensional system. We report results with the use of p = 2 (number of
multivariate lagged returns used as predictors), L = 3 (number of end-nodes in the
regression trees) and ν = 0.5 (shrinkage factor) in the FGD Algorithm.

Analyzing as a first step the individual (squared) volatility functions chosen
by our FGD procedure, we find the following. As expected, most of the times
(13 out of 14 total FGD iterations, i.e M = 14 in the FGD algorithm) the “best
component” chosen by the FGDAlgorithm in Step 4 corresponds to individual series
generated with volatility functions (12) and (13), i.e. not being of a GARCH(1,1)
type. This is not surprising, since the initial starting functions used in the FGD
Algorithm (i.e. CCC-GARCH(1,1) estimates) have already the correct volatility
structure for individual series generated with volatility function (11) and they can
not be improved by FGD. However, in the only exception we get, a truly univariate
(i.e. depending only on the same asset’s past returns) volatility function is chosen.

About 60% of the times (8 out of 14 total iterations) FGD optimize individual
assets simulated using the volatility function (12). This is also reasonable, since it
has already been shown that the starting GARCH(1,1) functions yield poor perfor-
mance when the true data generating process is of a threshold type. In such cases,
our FGD estimates (8) improve the accuracy of the initial predictions. Moreover,
most of the times (about 85%) FGD chooses the correct univariate volatility func-
tions. Similarly, when the best components correspond to series simulated using the
volatility function (13) also allowing for a (randomly chosen) cross-term, in most
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Table 1. Mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean squared errors (MSE) (averaged across assets simulated
with each specific volatility function a first time, and averaged across all assets a second time) of VaR
predictions at 99% confidence level for 1-day time horizon. Results are computed using the FGD VaR
procedure and the BAGV method for a 12-dimensional data set simulated using different individual
(squared) volatility functions. Improvements over the classical BAGV method are given between paren-
thesis. “Assets” denotes the total number of assets for which we choose each specific volatility function
to simulate the data.

Function Assets Model MAE MSE

Function (11) 4 BAGV 0.2471 0.0954
FGD VaR 0.2409 (2.5%) 0.0907 (4.9%)

Function (12) 3 BAGV 0.5292 0.4560
FGD VaR 0.3580 (32.4%) 0.2402 (47.3%)

Function (13) 5 BAGV 0.5009 0.4398
FGD VaR 0.4231 (15.5%) 0.3112 (29.2%)

Global 12 BAGV 0.4234 0.3290
FGD VaR 0.3461 (18.3%) 0.2199 (33.2%)

cases (about 60%) the final FGD volatility functions have the correct multivariate
volatility structure.

To verify the accuracy of VaR predictions using the different approaches, we
compute classical mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean squared errors (MSE)
(averaged across assets simulated with each specific volatility function in a first
time, and averaged across all assets in a second time) by comparing them with
“true VaR” predictions based on a full Monte-Carlo simulation. Goodness-of-fit
results for 99%-VaR predictions at 1-day time horizon for the BAGV method and
our FGDVaR procedure are summarized in Table 1. Similar results also hold forVaR
predictions at 10-day time horizon, although with a reduction of the improvements
to about one third (i.e. more or less 10% better when using our approach).

Table 1 clearly shows that the accuracy of VaR estimates computed using our
FGD procedure is better globally. When considering the average gains for each
different individual (squared) volatility function used in the simulation, we can
see that, as expected, the largest improvements are realized in the cases where
both approaches are mis-specified (functions (12) and (13)), meaning that our FGD
procedure, allowing for a general and more flexible functional form given by (8)
works better than the BAGV approach. These results confirm the ones found in [3].

To end this simulation exercise, we also computed correlations of the levels and
changes of 1-day VaR predictions at 99% confidence level with true VaR’s for the
FGD VaR procedure and the BAGV method. We found that average correlation of
the VaR estimates with “true VaR” simulated values is significantly higher using
our FGD VaR procedure for all type of functions used to model the individual
(squared) volatilities (0.6956 vs. 0.6026). Average correlations of changes in the
VaR estimates with changes in true VaR are for both approaches lower (0.5367
vs. 0.4165). However, our strategy responds faster to changes in risk than the BAGV
method.
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5 Backtesting VaR for a real data example

We backtest here the non-parametric procedure for the estimation of VaR proposed
in Sects. 2-3 on a real data example. We use parameters L = 3, p = 1 and ν = 0.5
in the FGD Algorithm. Our tests are essentially the same as in [6].

The analysis is based on two criteria: statistical and economical. The former
investigate the frequency and the losses exceeding theVaR predicted by our strategy
(violations); the latter examine the implications of these violations (or breaks) and
of the structure of the estimated VaR in economic terms.

As VaR’s and asset gains and losses are calculated consistently, they can be
compared directly to each other, for the corresponding number of days ahead in the
holding period. We define the following:

a violation (or a break) has occurred when
(
VaR > actual asset value

)
. (14)

If the model to compute VaR is correct, the actual asset losses should exceed VaR a
certain number of times which corresponds to the total number of testing days mul-
tiplied by the confidence level used. This means that sometimes the VaR estimated
is not sufficient to cover the actual loss. For example, for 95% confidence and 1500
testing days, we should have 75 violations (or breaks). In the following backtests,
we stored the risk measures for five different VaR horizons (x = 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 days)
and three different probability levels (q ∈ {0.95, 0.99, 0.995}).

We focus our empirical analysis on the U.S. biotechnological market segment.
We consider all 13 assets with enough liquidity belonging to the USAMEX Biotech-
nology Index with 1100 daily (log-) returns (in percentages): from the Affymetrix
Inc., the Amgen Inc., the Biogen Inc., the Cephalon Inc., the Chiron Corporation,
the Genzyme Corporation, the Gilead Sciences Inc., the Human Genome Sciences
Inc., the IDEC Pharmaceuticals Corporation, the Medimmune Inc., the Millenium
Pharmaceuticals Inc., the Protein Design Labs Inc. and the Vertex Pharmaceuticals
Inc. The data are from the time period between June 7, 1996 and August 24, 2000.
The analysis is made using for prediction a rolling time-window of 800 days and
the parameters are re-calculated every 10 days.

We estimate daily VaR for each of these thirteen companies for a backtesting
period of 300 days using our FGD algorithm with normal distributed innovations
and the standard BAGV method (see [5]). The estimates are then compared to the
actual values and the number of violations is recorded.

5.1 Statistical backtests

The first tests are classical overall frequency tests. In Table 2, we show the number
of violations of each individual asset for our backtesting period (total of 300 days).
The number of violations recorded for the entire backtesting period are reported in
each column, where 1-Day up to 10-Day are the 1,2,3,5 and 10-day VaR horizons.
We summarize the results recorded for violations at the 99% confidence level.
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Table 2. Overall frequency tests: violations for the thirteen assets belonging to theAMEX Biotechnology
Index recorded during the backtesting period between July 1, 1999 and August 24, 2000 (for a total of
300 trading days), at the 99% confidence level. Expected are 3 violations. The values marked with an
asterisk lead to a rejection of the null-hypothesis of unconditional unbiasedness.

Asset Model 1-Day 2-day 3-Day 5-Day 10-Day

Affymetrix BAGV 3 4 4 5 5
FGD VaR 4 5 5 6 5

Amgen BAGV 6 6 4 6 9∗
FGD VaR 6 3 6 6 4

Biogen BAGV 3 3 3 3 3
FGD VaR 3 3 3 4 3

Cephalon BAGV 4 5 3 5 3
FGD VaR 4 6 3 3 4

Chiron BAGV 8∗ 7∗ 7∗ 7∗ 6
FGD VaR 6 5 6 6 3

Genzyme BAGV 6 8∗ 6 6 7∗
FGD VaR 6 6 6 5 7∗

Gilead BAGV 5 5 5 4 5
FGD VaR 5 4 3 3 3

H. Genome BAGV 5 6 6 7∗ 6
FGD VaR 6 6 6 7∗ 6

IDEC BAGV 7∗ 5 7∗ 5 8∗
FGD VaR 5 5 6 5 7∗

Medimmune BAGV 9∗ 8∗ 8∗ 10∗ 10∗
FGD VaR 9∗ 9∗ 5 7∗ 8∗

Millenium BAGV 4 4 6 6 6
FGD VaR 5 6 6 5 6

P. Design BAGV 5 9∗ 5 5 5
FGD VaR 5 6 8∗ 6 7∗

Vertex BAGV 4 4 5 2 5
FGD VaR 4 4 3 3 4

Similar results also hold for other confidence levels (i.e. 95% and 99.5%) and are
available upon request. The backtest results marked with an asterisk show some
significant difference from the following success criterium. Under the hypothesis
of unconditional unbiasedness of the VaR estimates, the numbers of violations
are binomially distributed around their expected values. A two-standard deviation
interval can be used as tolerance for testing the null hypothesis of unconditional
unbiasedness.

As we can see, a relevant number of times, especially for high confidence levels,
test values are significantly different from our success criterium, i.e we get 9 and
17 (out of 65 tests) rejections of the null hypothesis of unconditional unbiasedness
using our FGD VaR strategy and the classical BAGV method, respectively. The two
methods seem to underestimate risk, although our procedure is in general better for
estimating VaR and lead to a consistently smaller number of rejections.

We try now with some other tests to understand the reason why our procedure
and the BAGV method yield for some assets such poor daily VaR predictions.
We perform individual firm tests to determine whether violations cluster for one
or two companies for which risk may be miss-specified. Under the hypothesis of
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Table 3. Time clustering effect: Ljung-Box tests for the number of aggregated violations for 99%
confidence level and at 1-day time horizon for thirteen companies belonging to theAMEX Biotechnology
Index recorded during the entire backtesting period between July 1, 1999 and August 24, 2000 (Panel A)
and during the backtesting period without the dates between March 9, 2000 and March 22, 2000 (Panel
B). The values marked with an asterisk lead to a rejection of the null hypothesis of no autocorrelations
in the time series of number of aggregated violations at the 1% confidence level or better.

Time clustering effect: A

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

FGD VaR 3.799 6.065∗ 6.950 22.57∗ 23.08∗ 23.49∗

BAGV 3.823 5.611 8.116∗ 20.61∗ 20.62∗ 20.88∗

Time clustering effect: B

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6

FGD VaR 0.143 1.797 3.663 7.131 7.357 7.779

BAGV 0.003 2.199 3.764 7.681 8.602 8.961

randomness the number of violations in the two halves of our backtesting period are
independent. Therefore a cross-sectional regression of the violations which each
asset reports in the first half on the number of violations recorded in the second
half, should have zero slope. The values of these tests are for all confidence levels
and at all time horizons not significant and therefore we do not report them here.

We also search for a time clustering effect applying the Ljung-Box test to the
time series of the number of aggregated violations across all companies occurring
each day. The autocorrelations in this series detect whether days with large number
of violations across all assets tend to be followed by other days with large number
of violations, pointing to a miss-specification of the time series model of volatility.
The resulting values for 1-day VaR at 99% confidence level are summarized in
Table 3, Panel A.

Despite the low power of such tests in detecting errors in theVaR estimates (note
that the serial correlation in the VaR violations can be very low even if the VaR
model is not correctly specified; see [25]), the results reject clearly for both methods
the assumption of no autocorrelations in the time series of number of aggregated
violations for orders bigger than 3. This result is true for VaR predictions at all
confidence levels. A detailed analysis of the time series of aggregate violations
show that breaks tend to cluster for a short period in March 2000 (10 business
days) in relation with the well-known US technological market crash, where all
companies registered several consecutive big losses. This can be the reason why
daily VaR predictions using both strategies for these days are poor and the risk
tends to be underestimated.
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Table 4. Overall frequency tests: violations for the thirteen assets belonging to theAMEX Biotechnology
Index recorded during the entire backtesting period without the dates between March 9, 2000 and March
22, 2000 (10 days), at the 99% confidence level. Expected are about 3 violations. The values marked with
an asterisk lead to a rejection of the null hypothesis of unconditional unbiasedness of VaR estimates.

Asset Model 1-Day 2-day 3-Day 5-Day 10-Day

Affymetrix BAGV 1 2 2 2 3
FGD VaR 3 4 3 3 4

Amgen BAGV 5 5 3 3 7∗
FGD VaR 5 2 5 4 4

Biogen BAGV 3 3 3 2 3
FGD VaR 3 3 3 3 3

Cephalon BAGV 3 4 2 2 3
FGD VaR 3 5 2 1 3

Chiron BAGV 7∗ 6 6 7∗ 5
FGD VaR 5 4 5 5 2

Genzyme BAGV 4 6 4 4 7∗
FGD VaR 4 4 4 3 5

Gilead BAGV 5 5 5 3 3
FGD VaR 5 4 3 3 3

H. Genome BAGV 3 4 4 7∗ 4
FGD VaR 4 4 4 5 4

IDEC BAGV 7∗ 5 7∗ 5 7∗
FGD VaR 5 5 6 5 5

Medimmune BAGV 7∗ 6 6 8∗ 8∗
FGD VaR 6 6 4 5 4

Millenium BAGV 3 3 5 4 4
FGD VaR 3 4 4 3 6

P. Design BAGV 3 5 2 2 5
FGD VaR 4 4 4 3 4

Vertex BAGV 3 4 4 1 3
FGD VaR 3 3 3 2 3

The values for the same overall frequency tests at the 99% confidence level
and clustering tests (1-day time horizon, 99% confidence level) on the violations
recorded during the backtesting period without the dates between March 3, 2000
and March 21, 2000 are summarized in Table 4 and Table 3 Panel B, respectively.
Similar results also hold for the other confidence levels.
Without this short period in March 2000 there is no significant serial correlation’s
(order 1 to 6) for any confidence level at 1-day time horizon for the remaining
dates. Moreover, the most values of the overall frequency tests are now turned to be
not significant. The better potential in predicting daily VaR of our FGD procedure
over the BAGV method is clearly shown by the results of Table 4. Particularly
when considering daily VaR predictions at long-time horizons (5, 10 days) for all
confidence levels, our strategy results to be more attractive for risk management than
the standard filtered historical simulation BAGV method. The reason of this result
can be explained with the fact that our FGD VaR procedure uses a larger number of
predictor variables and the volatility estimates condition on more information than
the ones from the BAGV method.
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5.2 Economical backtests

To end this section, we focus our backtest analysis on some economical criteria.
When focusing the attention a little more on the (absolute) size of the VaR estimates
obtained using the different methods, we observed some interesting differences.

The first one is that the BAGV method particularly in the periods of low returns
(in absolute values) yields too conservative VaR predictions and tends to overes-
timate the risk. In contrast, our approach is less conservative, capturing better the
passage from stressed, high volatility periods to more stable periods and vice versa.
Moreover, the mean absolute difference of consecutive VaR estimates is in the most
cases also smaller using our FGD VaR method, indicating that VaR estimates from
our procedure change more slowly.

We may interpret the average estimated individual VaR as the average necessary
risk capital. Our results show that it is lower for all assets at each time horizon using
our procedure. This is a consequence of our assumptions in (2), which allow for
cross-terms and the use of more conditioning information than the BAGV method.
Information can then flow from one asset to an other causing a better reaction
to changes in market conditions and a further reduction of the VaR predictions
(in absolute terms) during the periods characterized by small returns. Therefore,
our FGD VaR procedure can achieve the same VaR coverage with less capital on
average.

A second difference appears clearly when we consider the largest daily violation
recorded during our backtesting period. One illustrative example for the largest daily
violations at 10-day time horizon and for 99.5% confidence level is shown in Fig. 1.

Using our procedure to estimate daily VaR reduces some peaks with large
(aggregate) violations when compared to the ones from the BAGV method. As
expected, the period of time with the largest aggregate daily violation is March
2000, where we have seen that violations tend to cluster. In particular, for the 99.5%
confidence level and at the 10-day time horizon, the maximal aggregate violation
and the mean size of violations are significantly larger (17.21% vs. 14.88% and
3.56% vs. 3.24%) using the BAGV method.

6 Conclusions

We have presented a non-parametric technique to construct dailyVaR estimates. Our
strategy is based on a multivariate FGD algorithm, which is a method for estimating
the conditional covariance matrix in (1), in connection with historical simulation.
The use of multivariate GARCH-type models as a filter for historical simulation
improves the BAGV method, based on filtered historical simulation (see [4, 5]).
For example, our technique allows for cross-terms and the conditional correlation
matrix is assumed to be constant only in a rolling (i.e. not fixed) time-window.
So far, the use of multivariate GARCH-type models (for example BEKK models)
for the estimation and the prediction of the conditional covariance matrix (1) for
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Largest Daily Violation for 10-Day VaR at 99.5%
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Fig. 1. Backtest analysis for thirteen assets belonging to the AMEX Biotechnology Index: largest daily
violations (equally weighted, in %) for a 10-day VaR horizon and at 99.5% confidence level. They are
obtained aggregating individual asset violations. Results from our FGD VaR procedure and from the
BAGV method are shown by solid lines and dotted lines, respectively. The backtesting period goes from
July 1, 1999 to August 24, 2000 (for a total of 300 trading days).

large dimensions was a huge challenge computationally and in most cases led to an
intractable model-selection problem. Our FGD algorithm solves these problems: it
is computationally feasible in multivariate set-ups with dozens up to hundreds of
return series. This is the most attractive feature of FGD.

Our simulation exercise and our tests on a real 13-dimensional data-set belong-
ing to the U.S. biotechnological market segment show that our technique produces
accurate and powerful daily VaR estimates, significantly outperforming the VaR
predictions from the BAGV method. The results of the backtests show that our
multivariate FGD VaR technique, conditioning on more information, has the abil-
ity to correct the inaccuracies, which sometimes occur using the BAGV method,
yielding better risk estimates. Moreover, we found that BAGV tends to overestimate
risk during the periods of low volatility. Summarizing, there is empirical evidence
that our procedure can achieve the same VaR coverage with less capital on average
than the BAGV method.

When the daily VaR predictions from the standard FGD algorithm are not sat-
isfactory, our procedure can be further improved, for example with a modification
of the assumption about the distribution of the innovations in (2) or allowing for
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more complex, time-varying conditional correlation dynamics). These extensions
are left to future research.
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